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SiUMMARY

Although significant strides have been made In recent years toward improving
aviation safety. mishaps Involving all classes of helicopters presently sre and will
continue to be a major. expensive U.S. Army problem in terms of casualties, materiel
loss, and reducti on in mission t ffectivenoep. Modernday training and tacticitl employ-
ment requirements for the U.S. Arm~y helicopter dictatet that a large parcentage of
operations oc~cur in the low-speed, low altitude flight regime, which contributes to
he problem by ruducing criticral mat-gins of .afety rnormnlly ass.,,-iatcd with higher
airspeed and bigiher jil itude operations with accompanying greater time ior response
in case of an emertency. This increasa probability of accident oc,ýurrence, 4oupled
w 1hthe lack of an In flight egrebs capability, makes d.,sign for crash-qortliinear
e~etitle! for Army helicoptetrs.

This paper discuosss the evolution of crash survival design criteria for rotary-wIng
sircraft *n' Its application to ;.urrent and new generation Army helicopters. Emphasis
to givatn to the rtetd for a total. list .18 a rosch In detign for crashworthiness
and thv rvecespity for con~sidering crushwort nees early in the de0sign phase of a
now aviation weapon systoem deve lopment effort. :The aactual aoppl ication o! crntshworth'..nseg to Arry h 'eltepptors !a prosentod with statistics that how dramacie reductions
-ir+ fatalities end injuries with Implementation of a craat'votthy fuel system, The
cooet %,ff~tive Aspects of desi4iiii; helicopetcos to be more creah survivable ar@ Itlau

Rvs~r~ivesig~onadirected toward improving occupant- survival. und reducina
materiel laaissAs In aircraft: crasbes have been conduited by the Army for more :han
M0 years. However, up until; approximately 10 years ago tbe principal -aphhsto vitt-in
ArmY AVIatittm Purvivobility vits 9laced on accident provencion. Althoue tliaris
Wooed the ultimate objectivo tieaervinf priority offort. notLt expertac eal
shows that acci~ent prevention alonne a mnph ts not lj~fficlent. eMishsps of all natures
involving %rmy aircraft hove isean, #to. and will continue to bit o major, expensive
problou. 99s#orith has* been accoopliohed on aeoidwnts worldvide Involvint Army aviat ion.
and ocqtdmnt hittorses srvt routinely diseseminated theoughout the Army. to fortunately,

maylessovts lterned teron those accident histories are not applied ant4 hatardous
dsgn feature* resain and operational errors ate Tewwated. T~oo many Army airereuoten

.rc still Wein# fatath injure4 In pote.ntially survivable accidents, and the percentage
uf major injuttci and rate of aator~l ol lasses are still unacceptably high. There
is no easy solution to the problem. iligaifioant gaios clan be made. however, toward
redlucin. than* unacceptable accident loiasoo but to do so w. must aggressively pursue
a program that addressee ikey issue# of both accident prevention and croahuorr hloinca
dvesign. Since the heiolopiter't potoantilo for acrident io great due to Its mission
sod the aenvttonisom tin vhleh it must aecoupItch that mission it tis iperative that
I t be engineered to minimise d&"#*mig nd enhanco occupant survival int crash*s. Io
dcslgring helico ter# to be aore crash survivablit, twe aubissuem then beocome pasramoutt
establishing viabltetashworthtneas d*alga criteria, ondf the more difficult task,
&0#lytaA the"e crotshwtthinasa ovr1terio to Army aircraft deal##.

To help establish the ztivorit.v of the problom within Uai. Army aviation, Table
I OtrOVtdtl *s seaty Of 44i.i- ctI4tic* for Army helicopters tot, the period of
tie. from 1412 to 196i, Curing the period reviewed there vere over 5.000 helicopter
Cleass A. It. C, ndC 0 ml shape (an average of anet a day) send over $50 occupant fatalities,
The nupber of Itatleitio woul d. vithout qucastloo have beeni mucil greater had not
Atmy aircraft been rettatitted in th* early to mid 70'e-with crashworthy fuel systemss.
The cost ofte thp atialgcasualties and materiet stere nearly 60e0 million

4011rt.Yheit ýOot prmarly eflct rlliivoy lw Cst hlicpte loses(i.e.
0hi-56. ithl. AM-1) sa compared to the higher coot 16odern helicopter (114-60. Aii-6).
Also., they do not reflect the porsottielly treater tossiila Oatest associated with

Io*s of station capability. ftrhth.r.these statistics sets based *a current peacetime
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experience which reflects a total cumulative flight time of approximately 14 million
hours per year for Army aviation with a fatality rate of approximately 2.5 per 100,000
hours of flying time. The severity of the problem increases severalfold during periods
of combat, as demonstrated in Vietnam when, during the height of the conflict, total
helicopter flight time was in excess of 5 million hours per year with the fatality
rate of 10 per 100,000 hours.

Table 1. Army Helicopter Accident History Data from these accident and crash
1972-1986 injury investigations (reference 1) have

revealed deficiencies in the crashworthiness
of the older, existing Army helicopters.

Sam MUM , #Mi Key deficiencies include:
Ma1a UU.L(J . Structural collapse (roof downward

,(MM .. .. ..... and floor upward) causing loss of
-... ,. 11 tt ....................... ,.,. occupiable volume.

,. -1., ... ................. Inward buckling of frames, longerons.
etc.. causing penetration wounds to

~ ,* ,*,personnel.91 mm 14141. SI.M A.MAL
- ~. ... ,, . Lethal internal structure causing

, ,"• head, chest and extremity injuriesS.. .[ " .. ....•" •' •"from occupant flailing.

". 1^.. *. Floor breakup permitting seats
• C t to tear out and occupants to become

- , , -=,.. • flying missiles.

Landing gear penetration into
occupied areja and fuel systems
causlng contact injuries and fired.

Landin4 gears not designed for sufficiently high sink rates and insufficient
deformable airframe structure permitting excesaive acceleration (G) forces
tO be transmitted to the occupants and causing excessive materiel damage.

Intrusion of the occupied area by the main rotor gearbox and other high was#
items causing crushing and contact injuries to the occupant#.

Insufficient structural stiffness pormittieg inward crushi.nrg and entrapment
of occupants in rollover accidents.

CRASHV0THI NE~SS DOWNI CRITERIA

Ceneral

In-depth assessment of available crash data was first accomplished in the nid-60'o
by a joint Covernasnt/industry review teoa. The product of that team wva the world'#
first crash survival design guide (CSUG) tor light fised- and rotoary-ing aircraft.
published in 1967. Revision. to this guide were mide in 1969, 197?', 1900 (reference
2) and a current efort is scheduled for completion in 1989. figures is end lb depict
the many facets of crashworthiness research and development that have directly helped
to support the evolution of crashworthinesa design criteria. Continual componeat
development prograus, full scale Crash t•estinA. and structural analyses efforts are
being conducted uhich increase the knovledge as annd provide new technology applicable
to craalworthinaas deal n, thus dictating the need for periodic revisions of the
CSt0, In 19A., the CSM• Vs. converted into a military standard (tlL,$W-l2gO)Creferencs
)). Although a draft revision to this NIL-SID oeulta (1290A). this revision will
not be finsllined until the completion of the current C0 uAte effort, In addition.
en Aeronautical Design Standard, AtlS 36, entitled "Rotory UVng Airoreft Crah ge=
siatance" (reference t&) Vas formulated to he specifically applied to the US. aArss
Light Hellicopte" (1I.) development program. 1his Vill e dIiscussed in more detil'
later in the paper.

Figure Is figure lb
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MIL-STD-1290 addresses five key areas that must be considered in designing a
helicopter to conserve materiel and provide occupant protection in a crash:

*Crashworthiness of the structure--asauring that the structure has proper strength
and stiffness to maintain a livable volume for the occupants and prevent the
seat attachments from breaking free.

*Retention strength--assuring that the high mass items such as the transmission
and engine do not break free from their mounts and penetrate occupied areas.

*Occupant acceleration environment--providing the necessary crash load absorption
by using crushable structures, load limiting landing gears, energy-absorbing
seats, etc., to keep the loads on the occupants within human tolerance levels.

& . Occupants environment hazards--providing the necessary restraint systems,
padding, etc., to prevent injury caused by occupant flailing.

Postcraah hazards--after the crash sequence has ended, providing protection
against flammable fluid systems and permitting egress under all conditions.

Tynical Arma Crash Impacts

In the Army, typical crash impact conditions are depicted In Figure 2. Roll.
pitch, and forward velocity is usually present along with vertical and forward velocity
components. Some level of yaw attitude Is also frequently present. This dictates
the need for Impact design criteria involving longitudinal, vertical and lateral
velocity components.

About 95%, of Army helicopter mishap crash impacts have been in the potentially
survivable range. Accordingly, helicopter crash resistance requirements given in
Figure 3 we:re adopted by the Army in the early 1970's. Specifically, the aircraft
structure shall provide a protective shell for occupants n crash velocity changes
of the seerity cited in. Figure 3. Moreover, the structure and equipment shall allow
deformation in a controlled, predictable manner so that forces imposed upon the occupants

* will be tolerable while still maintaining the protective shell. The forces imposed
on occupants to governed by the s topping distance anod pulse duration. Figure 40 ilus-
trotes this relationship and indicates the Importance of controlled energy absorption
in a crash.

* Systems Approach

For maxtimnm effectiveness, design for rahrtiesdictates that a total syatems
approach be used and that the desi per consider such survivability issues with at
leasat equal priority aso other k:14d4081811 cons iderat ions ouch ts weight. load faictor,
and fatigue, life durina the initIl design phase of the helicopter.onFigure 5 depicts
the systia's approach required relative to managesent of the crash enray ofo occupant

ta toIIi
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survival for the vertical velocity crash design condition. The crash G loads must
be brought to within human tolerance limits in a controlled manner to prevent injury
to the occupants. This can be accomplished by using the landing gear, floor structure.
and seat to progressively absorb crash energy during the craah sequence. That is,
the occupant is slowed down in a controlled manner by stroking/failing the landing
gear, crushing the floor structure, and stroking the seat at a predetermined load
before being subjected to the crash pulse which by then has been reduced to within
human tolerance limits. In addition, the large mass items such as the overhead gearbox
are slowed down by stroking/failing of the landing gear or fuselage structure, and
in some cases, by stroking of the gearbox within its mounts. With the advent of
airframes constructed from composite materials (fiberglass, Kevlar, graphite) the
need for a systems approach to crashworthiness, coupled with innovative design, becomes
more urgent due to the characteristically nonductile behavior of these materials.

Crash Impact Design Conditions

A survivable crash is generally defined as one wherein the impact conditions
inclusive of pulse rate onset, magnitude, direction and duration of the acceleration
forces that are transmitted to the occupant do not exceed the limits of human tolerance
for survival, and in which the surrounding structure remains sufficiently intact
during and after impact to permit occupant survival. Inasmuch as the crew must stay
with the helicopter in an impending crash, a high level of what constitutes a survivable
or non-injurious crash impact velocity change is desirable and is a key objective
of design for crashworthiness, The Army's crash impact velocity change design condi-
tions for longitudinal impacts against a rigid barrier are 6.1 mis (20 ft/a) for
the cockpit and 12.2 m/s (40 ft/s) for the cabin, There has been little disagreement
with this design requirement. The vertical velocity change crash impact design condi-
tion however, has continually been the subject of controversy. I. is becoming evident
that one set of crashworthiness design criteria is not necessarily practical for
all rotary-wing aircraft. military and commercial, large and small. Factors such
as the following must also be considered in future development of crashworthiness
design criteria.

16elicopter site end transportability requirement; (space available for energy
absorbing seats and crushable subtloor structure).

Performance of the sircraft (e.g. disk loading. autorotational sink rate,
flight velocity capability).

basic aircraft configuration.

Haw the aircraft is to be employed.

Obviously, the sRaller the aircraft the larger percent of weight empty that is
dovoted to crashworthiness for a given set of doigin impact cfrditions, This could
lead to an impractical design. Also, coamrcial helicopter oerations are generaly
less perilous than military operations indicating that coemrciel helicopter cralh
impact desigo requtraemnts could be l#ss stringent than for military systems. Ballistic
ole rante is not a consideration i dosigining a crashuorthy fuel system for cougercid -

helicopters.

The following is a sutary of vertical velocity crash imapat vs. pitch and roll
design criteria that have evolved over the poast few yeats, It 0h.iul be acted that
this is for lipact on a rigid surface without (1) reducing the height of the cockpit
and pasaengov/troop oartmeant by more thin 1O? or (1) allowing the occupa1ts
to epe iene injurious iccelerative loading

Table 2. Vertical Velocity Crash Im• t Deaign Criteria

Velocity Change
-V to/sj As~

"It M0' 90 1l)(Ref 3) (42 fttlec)

CStXI ll.I * ZO" s 2f" to -l
Otef 2) (02 ftWse)

AUS-36 11.6 * !0 i l, to -
W(ef 4) (35 ftse0)

12.4 - I' " to so
* ioraft 024 ft/#ie)

The orlgnsiftl Cio-d-lZ9O contained at, impractical requirt*et for roll since
a 10 degree attitude would result in only halt the landing gear absorbinl oeergy
In a craih befor# ftioulite entact. assumina it would sttrie at ill with #.''t a~vet.
0,11t4 1ldi2gs. the current published CS0t (reforeoe ". alau pCitiiea a too teqv
roll 6nh neIAtivo pitch 16act attltU4d requiremet. This criteria is not autbstati led
by agcldent history data of roll a80d liteb vilu# aRo d 4i461440 to Set it hba am
adver#o effect an aircrat system destig *a Weighit.
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ADS-36 (reference 4) is based upon that level of crashworthiness that has been
demonstrated by the UH-60 helicopter. Since Army aviation leaders have been pleased.
for the moat part, with the UH-60 crashworthiness, they have dictated their desire
that the LHX have at least this level. ADS-36 end the draft MIL-STD-1290A are essen-
tially the same except for the verttcal velocity change requirement. The roll and
pitch attitude values selected are derived from analysia of accident hiatorical data
presented in Figures 6 and 7. The attitude envelop specified in ADS-36 is presented
in Figure 8 and it illustrates how the airtramer can be relieved from having to design
for the extreme corners of the combined roll and pitch conditions which rarely occur.

4.
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Figure 6. Aircraft Roll Angle at Impact Figure 7. Aircraft Pitch Angle at Impact
for Survivable and Partially for Survivable and Partially
Survivable Army Helicopter Survivable Army Helicopter
Mishaps, 1972-1982 Mishaps, 1972-1982

Landing Gear

As a minimum, the landing gear shall
*,"I4 be capable of decelerating the aircraft

at normal gross weight from an impact
velocity of 6.1 m/s (20 ft/sec) onto
a level rigid surface within an attitude
envelope of +10 degrees roll and +15
degrees to -5 degrees pitch without
allowing the fuselage to contact the
ground and without gear penetration
into an occupied area. Plastic deformation
of the landing gear and its mounting

.o* ., system is acceptable in meeting this"r"equirement; however, with the possible
exception of the rotor blades, the remainder
of the aircraft structure shall be flight-
worthy after impact. Prior to the 1970's,
helicopter landing gear (usually skids)

Figure 8. Roll and Pitch Attitude Envelope had relatively little energy absorbing
capability and very limited capability

to withstand lateral loads without failing. Skid gears were designed, typically
to withstand an 8 ft/sec vertical impact speed without collapse at basic structural
design gross weight (OSDGW). Too often in the past, a certain accident scenario
has repeated itself in the Army's skid gear equipped aircraft. The helicopter will
touch down with some roll attitude angle (out of an autorotation, perhaps) at a vertical
sink speed slightly exceeding the skid capability. One skid fails, causing the helicop-
ter to roll right or left, bringing the main rotor into contact with the ground.
The reactive torque loads then exceed the capability of the transmission mounts and
the rotor system/transmission departs the aircraft during the post impact gyration.
Accidents such as described usually result in complete loss of the aircraft, serious
injuries to the occupants and often fatalities. It is possible to totally avoid
this type of accident for impacts involving sink speeds of 6.1 m/s (20 ft/sec, or
1200 ft/min) (or even greater), through use of a landing gear designed to absorb
this amount of energy.

A high performance landing gear is the key component in the system approach to
crashworthiness as well as in mishap prevention. Future helicopter systems wil
include very expensive mission equipment to the point that the airframe part of the
system will be leas than half the system cost. The 6.1 m/s (20 ft/sac) landing gear
(or better) will help protect the airframe and expensive subsystems from damage.
resulting in the major factor in substantiatIng the cost effectiveness of design
for crashworthiness.
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CRASHWORTHY FUEL SYSTEM (CWFS)

The crashworthy fuel tank specification, MIL-T-27422, was originally a joint
services specification that was modified to require a crashworthy, ballistically
tolerant (self-sealing) tank material that was developed during the mid and late
1960's. The modification, MIL-T-274228 (reference 5), was published in 1971. In
addition to the 19.8 m/s (65 ft/sec) full-scale tank drop onto concrete requirement,
the specification includes important puncture, cut and tear resistance tests that
the tank wall material must pass.

If fuel is allowed to spill during survivable crashes, a postcrash fire is often
tCe result due to the multitude of ignition sources available. Prior to the advent
of crashworthy fuel systems, the Army studied 2382 sur-,ivable rotary-wing accidents
occurring between 1967-69. Postcrash fires were present on lu.5 percent of the accidents
and contributed to 39.3 percent of the fatalities. Through an intensive effort.
the Army developed a CWFS consisting of self-sealing breakaway valves/couplings;
frangible attachments; self-sealing fuel lines; cut, tear and rupture resistant bladders;
and a means of preventing fuel spillage at all postcrash attitudes. The military
specification, MIL-T-27422B. was developed with specific test requirements and pass/fail
criteria for the CWFS. Though brute strength has some importance, the cut and tear
resistance of the fuel tank material are key issues for successful fuel containment
in deforming aircraft structure. The Army specification fuel tank material is also
designed to bgself-sealing for small caliber ballistic hits.

All Army helicopters now have a CWFS and postcrash fire statistics have been
altered dramatically. During the period April 1970 to June 1976, a time when retrofit
of the CWFS was in progress. for helicopter not CWFS equipped there were 65 thermal
fatalities. This compares with only one fatality for helicopters equipped with the
CWFS. Since 1976, there have been no thermal fatalities in potentially survivable
accidents of Army helicopters.

Field evidence has shown that aircraft with the Cl/FS have experienced tuel system
failures and resulting fires in severe accidents slightly above the human survival
limit. This has verified the validity of current design criteria. Nto reduction
in drop height. or uf cut- and tear-resistance value; should be considered, especially
in light of the more severe crash impacts being experienced with higher performance
helicopters such as the Ui-6OA.

tELATIONlUIP TO CIVIL AVIATION

In the civil aviation coMmunity, prevention of acidentt has always been a hirh
priority, hlowvere, even with technological advancements, licreased moehanical reli-
ability, improved pilot trinintg, and intenaive Atudlos of accident causal factors.
accidents do occur. Statistic indicate that for oat decode (1967-1976) the number
of generol aviation aircraft Involved in accidento was equivalent to a least U
porcaent of the total US. aircraft production durint that porlod. Estimates that
an aircraft will be involved in an accie•nt over a 0-year life rante are as high
ao 60-70 percent.

Re1cogonia# this accident probability. it *ake# sense to apply a worthuhile degroe
of craahuwrehiness to contemporary deslgn philosophy. eoause of difference; in
miosion profilfos. civil aircraft are noical ly floitn mewhat differently than Army
helicopteroa The civil heliopter crash environmnts may not be sutfitcintly severe
to Justify using all of the HIiL-St0-l240 craohworthlness deslig tethniquesg that have
boen addressed in this paopr. Froc m nost vietvmint the esolest to Justify eight
be the use of stace-ef-the-aer tortraint aod enetAy absorbing seat systmst. althouAh
the crashorthty fuel syetem should Perhaps be at the top of the priority listing
of needed crahworthy t usreo. As eompsite airfram structures b4•com ogre attractive
froe a aostl/wi bt standpoint, t•eti dewostraoed potenatla to act as good eoergy
*absorbeor should td be uvorlooled. Voually. however, desigt Innovations to bonefit
crsshworthi.ness will equate to A design in excess of the Pederfl Air Regulattons
(PArs). which ore intended ao min|ium requirets only rather Chao detign goals.
'AA Order VA 2100.1 clearly states. "Such standards do not coastitute the opititu
to which the regulated should strive",

PinAIy4 net to be oVerlatI ed In the tivil area is the vary retl e.conoml savings
that can be dltued (•n co•c#ert vith crashworthleOsO) true the iclusttio of an ene6 y
abtorbin (CA) landing gear. The potential Army saving were addressed earlier
would certatnly, to a deoroe. apply in the civil market. Avoided materiel dsaAe
free hard landings 6clon should .go a lon way toward just'fying an CA gear.

Soes design practices ouch as excellent protective structure around the occupant
along with odequate restraint in agricultural atrial appliation airplaes ore nso
csanderg procedure. In timte, it o hnop" that a varlety ot weaningful c¢ashtwrthtnen

lieptrav0f4hts vili be providig lwtureas ingly higher levels of octupant pr•tection
sFd damage avodance.

N
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NEW REQUIREMENTS OF MIL-STD-1290A AND ADS-36

Hundreds of changes have been made to MIL-STD-1290 since its initial publication,
the vast majority of which were to correct typographical errors and to enhance clari-
fication. Nevertheless, a number of significant new requirements did evolve and
some of the more important ones, not already mentioned are as follows:

Type II aircraft have been expanded to include tilt prop/rotor aircraft.

If system testing is not conducted, then analysis shall be required to show
the individual crashworthy components and subsystems function together effectively
to achieve the desired overall level of crashworthiness.

For vertical impacts calculations should include a I W rotor lift factor.
This is also true for the retracted gear condition.

For the case of retracted landing gear the seat/airfrome/landing gear pod
combination shall have a vertical crash impact design velocity change capability
of at least 7 WIs (23 ft/ee) at an impact attitude within + 100 roll and +
15 to - 5 pitch.

Figure 8 applies for all impact conditions which include an attitude envelope
of + 100 roll and * 150 to - 5°. pitch.

Neither seats nor litters should be suspended from the overhead structure
unless the ceiling is capable of sustaining, with minimum deformation, the
downward inertial loads from occupied seats or litters under crash conditions.

It is desired that in a 15.25 m/a (50 ftlsec) vertical impact that the
height of occupiable areas not be reduced by more than 501 4nd that the surround-
ing structure not fracture.

For head impact protection, frangible items. such as optical relay tubes.
Vhnll break away at a total force not exceeding 300 pounds.

It io desired that the landing gear continue to absorb energy even after
fuselage contact has been made to maxtmigo the protection afforded by the gear.

Type Ii aircraft wings used to support external stores prevent roll over in
a€ny accidents and should not be frAgible, buz should allow the #tore# to
separate under V load# while taintitning the structural integrity of the wing.
lNuevor. the wing should breao off befoWn the fuscla I iteelf collapse# in
order to maintain fuselage structural integrity,

Many helicopter occupants are #till boing fatally injured in PotentiAlly #or-
vivdbl wI dents. And the percentage of major injures and rate of oatrWnl
losses are still high. even though the technoloty and de40gn criteria presottly
estat to significantly reduCe these lose00,

Artky aviation Wisool effoctivoneso caon beotsgnifi~cantly enhanced through
Cho application of crs rtihnes desin to Aray helicopter#.

Lif- " selL ts coo he aignlficantly reduced through the appltiatiom of Craoh.
*rkbittevo dosigo to Aray Nelicoptoro early in their lito cycle.

NIL-$T-lOl b-1 Is 4 prActilal, viable, SOd tost oltactive roquireoots
docmet.

Although higher levels of asnh rhiness can be achleved in a cinplaet
fsm helicopter. syste dal "a. significont lopeoento can he tlde in the crash-
votthiness ot oslstig heliopters throqh retrofit progrts.r

The need exists to continually itrowlupdae hehlcopr crauhworthiness design
Criterld 6#d standards.

iililtery Crastorthihtss featwret Ond tochnology have direct apilicatilo to
the tvill/coerial fleet.

. ." I
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